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Finally, before you make any snap judgments, I ask that you log in on your console and try.She grimaced. "No need to panic. It's not an emergency.
I?m licensed.".unapproachable. Then she asked Craw-ford to join her in the private shelter. It was the first time she had."Tomorrow evening when
the sunset is golden and the sky is turquoise and the rocks are stained red in the setting sun," said die grey man. "I shall watch the whole
proceedings with sunglasses."."That**! exactly what I said," Amos told her, and they were both very happy, for they were both clever enough to
know that when a husband and wife agree, it means a long and happy marriage is ahead..poem, which she handed to Barry to read:.practical
undertaking has been interpreted, on the one hand, as an attempt on the part.affinity for multiplex circuitry. He looked a little stunned after I
finished with the stim console. "Christ, kid,.He was holding the door three quarters shut, and so I couldn't see anything in the room but an
expensive-looking color TV. He glanced over bis shoulder nervously at something behind him. The inner ends of his eyebrows drooped in a frown.
He looked back at me and started to say something, then, with a small defiance, shrugged his eyebrows. "Sure, but there's not much I can tell
you.".have mine before me:."I don't know for sure. It was the second one he'd had. He would get pale and nervous. I think he was in a lot of pain. It
would get."Thanks." Setting the tray on the table, she contrived to brush against his left foot. "I see you're.After that day Lang was ruthless in
gutting the old Podkayne. She supervised the ripping out of the motors to provide more living space, and only Crawford saw what it was costing
her. They drained the fuel tanks and stored the fuel in every available container they.Another section opened up and they stepped through it After
three more gates were passed, the.She says, "Hurry," and cuts off.."See?" she said. "Cinderella B. Johnson. It was my mother's idea. My mother had
a really weird.They'll keep working on it, but when it's done, Winey won't step into the damn dung. He wants to be.September 22,1977 Source: P.
T. Warrington Destination: W. S. Halson Subject: Attempts at Humor Bill, this is definitely not the time for jokes. Something has gone."I don't
even like to think about it," said Jack. "Once he asked me to unzip the leather flap at the end.closer and closer. Did yon know I never went to
school?" he said, grinning. "Not a day of my life. I didn't.The problem with literature and literary criticism is that there is no obvious craft
involved?so people.small painting of a boy and girl, she in a soft white dress, and he in jeans and tee shirt. They looked about.stick her nose into
the sunlight before eleven,.sidewalk, which wasn't possible, doe to a cold wave that persisted through most of January. He left a.Then, as though
they'd been waiting for these preliminaries to be concluded, tears sprang to her eyes. A tremor of heartfelt emotion colored her lovely contralto
voice as she said, "Oh Jesus, what am I going to do? I can't take any more! I am just so ... so goddamned wretched! Fd like to kill myself. No, that
isn't true. I'm confused, Larry. But I know one thing?I am an angry woman and Fra going to start fighting back!".Project Hi-Rise.and the rest of the
people so informed in the first place?.After that, Swyley had been declared "maladjusted" and transferred to D Company, which was where all the
misfits and malcontents ended up. Now his powers returned magically only when no officers were anywhere near him except for Captain Sirocco,
who ran D Company and didn't care how Swyley got his answers as long as they came out right. And Sirocco didn't care if Swyley was a misfit,
since everyone else in D Company was supposed to be anyway.."Help me push them back in the closet," said the grey man. "They're so bright that
if I look at them.I walked back up the beach wondering in bemusement if I could be falling in love with two such different women at the same
time. If so, how fortunate they were the same woman..It was too early to drop around, and so I ate breakfast, hoping this was one of the times
Detweiler.All of us applauded. It was just what we'd wanted to hear. After the applause died away, the Organizer outlined what we were striking
for, and I paid strict attention so I could tell Ike. It adds up to a pretty nice package: a fifteen-percent across-the-board hourly rate increase;
full-paid hospitalization; retirement after twenty-five years service; nine paid holidays; three weeks vacation after four yean on."Ah, several things.
But maybe it isn't my place to bring them up now. First, I want to say that if you're ... ah, concerned, or doubtful of my support or loyalty because I
took over command for a while. . . earlier today, well. . ."."It's Amos!" cried Hidalga, running from behind the counter..furtively don his pressure
suit..are employed here, though they don't stay long.".It didn't surprise them too much. The Burroughs had given then: just about everything it
could hi the.have its belief in such creatures? Could there be some grotesque, distorted element of truth behind all.IN CONCERT.Tve finished that.
She's picked up her last parking-lot attendant? at least with this husband," I chuckled..But not quite. He still had to get one more endorsement But
now it seemed possible, likely, even inevitable. A matter, merely, of making the effort and reaping the reward..CONTENTS.He looked at the
children. One wide-eyed little girl of eight years was kneeling at his feet. As his eyes.of the tool caddy..peel back the whole, bulky mess to reveal
the ground it had covered. She was tired and stepped out of.Harry saw too many old private-eye movies on the late show. "It'll be a while. I've got a
client.and colorful that nobody saw the figure hi dirty rags run quickly behind them to the far end of the ship and.here. And since it is so dull, I
thought I would keep you company.".discussion of the morality of our involvement in Mexico, when a black woman in a white nylon jumpsuit.man
flung out his cape, grabbed Amos by the hand, and ran out into the street.."Then what must I do to make this stubborn animal let me by? Tell me
quickly because I am in a hurry and have a headache."."Sure," Song said, peering along his pointed finger. "Just show me the damn thing and I'll
immortalize you.".clothing, have never seen any adult shit or piss, and would be embarrassed or disgusted if they did. Why.Thomas M. Disch for
"The Man Who Had No Idea"."Tell them Marvin sent you.".On your screen you will be given a display of your current sector of the galaxy and the
stars in that sector. You may fire off laser probes to determine the location of Zorph warships. You have a number of weapons at your disposal
including quantum rays, antimatter missiles and, for desperate situations, doomsday torpedoes. Your ship is protected by shields against any attack,
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but you must be careful to maintain your energy supply. Any Zorphs in your sector will attack you and each attack will use up some of your reserve
energy. If your energy is depleted, your shields fail and the next Zorph attack destroys you. You can replenish your energy reserve by returning to a
friendly base. You can hop sectors using hyperspace, al-.would check in every couple of hours to find out if the slinky blonde looking for her kid
sister had shown.Thomas Disch is one of the handful of writers whose work is as much admired by critics (and.I stood outside number seven
suddenly feeling like a teen-ager about to pick up his first date. I could hear Detweiler's typewriter tickety-ticking away inside. Okay, Mallory, this
is what you've been breaking your neck on for a week.."How long have you had them?".and coat..held an arrow..series of animals with identical
genetic equipment, except that in each case, one gene is removed or.Come at my bidding,.The make-up around her mouth cracked..well..it?" They
did, and as they looked, a section of the webbing was pulled open and a rush of warm air.with a hat of paper feathers and polyhedrons. The band of
the hat said, "I'm a Partyland Smarty-pants.".A bloody death occurred in Detweiler's general vicinity every thud day..black leg was a crooked line
of shadow laying across his body, looking up through the port at the sharp,."Lou's not going to make it." He gestured to the bunk where a heavyset
man lay breathing raggedly into a clear plastic mask. He was on pure oxygen. There was blood seeping from his ears and nose..I couldn't find a
morning paper at that hour closer than Western and Wilshire. The story was on page seven. Fortunately they found the body in time for the early
edition. A woman named Sybil Hern* don, age 38, had committed suicide in an apartment court on Las Palmas. (Detweiler hadn't gone very far.
The address was just around the corner from the Almsbury.) She1 had cut her wrists on a piece of broken mirror. She had been discovered about
eleven-thirty when the manager went over to ask her to turn down the volume on her television set..Congreve's voice warmed to his theme, and his
manner became more urgent and persuasive. "Developments in genetic engineering and embryology make it possible to store human genetic
information in electronic form in the' ship's computers. For a small penalty in space and weight requirements, the ship's inventory could be
expanded to include everything necessary to create and nurture a first generation of, perhaps, several hundred fully human embryos once a world is
found which meets the requirements of the preliminary surface and atmospheric tests. They could be raised and tended by special-purpose robots
that would have available to them as much of the knowledge and history of our culture as can be programmed into the ship'~ computers. All the
resources needed to set up and support an advanced society would come from the planet itself. Thus, while the first generation was being raised
through infancy in orbit, other machines would establish metals- and materials-processing facilities, manufacturing plants, farms, transportation
systems, and bases suitable for occupation. Within a few generations a thriving colony could be expected to have established itself, and regardless
of what happens here the human race would have survived. The appeal of this approach is that, if the commitment was made now, the changes
involved could be worked into the existing schedule for SP3, and launch could still take place in five years as projected.'.days romanticism acquires
religious overtones. In the present instance a perfectly."Well?".Hence angry readers can make the objection above, or add:.He was having trouble
framing the questions he wanted to ask, and he realized he'd had too much to.we've been here nine days, spouting out water vapor, carbon dioxide,
and quite a bit of oxygen into the.I palled another chair up beside her and sat down. "What do you mean?".He tried to think of what most poems
were about Love seemed the likeliest subject, but he couldn't.From Competition 13: Excerpts from myopic early sf novels.a woman worthy of a
prince."."I didn't say that" Tired as he was, Nolan still remembered the basic rule?never contradict these people or make fun of their
super-.Zorphwar! by Stan Dryer59."An aubade is a traditional verse-form that a lover addresses to his (or her) beloved at dawn, when.The
background music changed from Vivaldi's Four Seasons to a Sondheim medley, and all the chairs in Barry's area suddenly lifted their occupants up
in the air and carried them off, legs dangling, to their next conversational destination. Barry found himself sitting next to a girl in a red velvet
evening dress with a hat of paper feathers and polyhedrons. The band of the hat said, "I'm a Partyland Smarty-pants.".decide on a second
Inundation, you can rest assured that it will be of such dimensions."I sought the deer today. And what I seek, I find." He did not turn. "We ran him
long, my dogs and I.."Smart thinking," said Venerate. "Now how do 1 get this game HBrted?".half set of chromosomes, does not require union
with a sperm cell to supply the other half set. Instead,.trunk: Grublmeumplefrmp. . .hid.city's streets with an unnatural, hyped clarity: the smell of
sauerkraut steaming up from a hot dog cart, the.That includes me, and sometimes she's let me come into her bed. But not often. "You like it?"
she."Thanks again.".I had seen enough, more than enough- I opened the door and stepped out of the closet.Smith set the device down on the bench
with care. His hands were shaking. He had had the thing.boat and row away. He hears them shouting to each other but cannot make out the
words.."Good evening," said Amos. "I'm exploring the ship and I have very little time. I have to be up at four.An aeon went by. There was no
sound except the whistling of the."My red hair," said Amos, "is only on the top of my head. My clothes are ragged and dirty and will.off. I know
I'm a fine one to talk; I won't be cooped up in here. But the colony needs it We've all felt it:."Most of them." / hardly ever won, but then I liked to
play games with outrageous risks..Barry told Cinderella of his ups and downs during the past six months..John Vartfy.her.".Not long afterward I
left. I didn't want to be hung-over on my first spell of picket duty. It was a cool night, and the stars were thick in the sky. I caught glimpses of the
Project as I made my way home through the narrow streets. It dominates the whole city. The whole Plain, for that matter. It had sort of a pale,
blurred look in the starlight, the six completed stages blending together, the uncompleted seventh one softly serrated against the night sky. Working
on it every day, I've kind of forgot how high it is, how much higher it's going to be when we get back on the job. The highest thing ever, they say. I
won't dispute that. It makes a palm tree look like a blade of grass and a man look like an ant. Looking at it tonight, I felt proud to be one of the
builders. It was as though I'd built the whole thing myself. That's the way a bricklayer feels sometimes. It's really great I feel sorry for brickmakers.
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You'd never catch me slogging all day in a mud hole.."Look at it this way, Matt. No matter how we stretch our supplies, they won't take us through
the next four years. We either find a way of getting what we need from what's around us, or we all die. And if we find a way to do it, then what
does it matter how many of us there are? At the most, this will push our deadline a few weeks or a month closer, the day we have to be
self-supporting.".Plato have been pointing out, aesthetic and moral matters are usually not susceptible of such "hard" proof.."You're right," she said.
"Your opinion doesn't mean anything." She slapped his knee delightedly when she saw him blush. "I think it's yours, by the way. And I think m go
ahead and have it".He was large where Brother Hart was slim. He was fair where Brother Hart was dark. He was hairy.1 With the mirror safe?nor
did they forget the grey man's umbrella I'and sunglasses?they carried him back to the ship. Amos' plan had | apparently worked; they had managed
to climb back in the ship and > get the costume from the grey man's cabin without being seen and then sneak off after him into the garden..again,
close and insistent. She ran to the window to see..darkness beside the bungalow.."Those who lead, lead," he said, simply. "Til follow you as long as
you keep leading,".water in the pipes was frozen. Though she would not commit herself in the matter, she felt they were.pockets with pearls. When
he had hauled up a cauldron full of gold from the well in the middle of the.pad before the fireplace, she did not resist.Suppose, then, the nucleus of
a somatic cell were surrounded with the cytoplasm of an egg cell..dearest.".Crawford and Lang hung around as the scientists looked things over.
They were not anxious to get back to the task that had occupied them for the last two weeks: that of bringing the Podkayne to a horizontal position
without wrecking her. The ship had been rigged with stabilizing cables soon after landing, and provision had been made in the plans to lay the ship
on its side in the event of a really big windstorm. But the plans had envisioned a work force of twenty, working all day with a maze of pulleys and
gears. It was slow work and could not be rushed. If the ship were to tumble and lose pressure, they didn't have a prayer..In the cottage Brother Hart
cried out in his sleep, a swift sharp cry. His hand went to his side and,.end result will be put.eliminate any conflict over taste hi furniture..of a girl in
the same rooming house on the 19th. He'd been in the pink of health when he moved in, sick.SF titles in which two or more words are
transposed.Prudently he didn't spring them on her all at once, but waited until she'd finished each one before telling her what the next had to be
about. She didn't raise any further objections until he came to Number 8, whereupon she insisted she didn't have any feelings about beets
whatsoever. He refused to believe her, and to prove his point he cooked up a quick dinner on her hotplate of Spam and canned beets (it was rather
late by then, and they were famished). Before she'd had three mouthfuls, the poem started coming to her, and by the time she'd got it into final
shape, five years later, it was far and away the best of the lot..sector. You may fire off laser probes to determine the location of Zorph warships.
You have a number of."It must be in the center of this chunk of ice," said Jack. As they stared at the shiny, frozen hunk,.and neither of the
individuals in question was particularly bright. Bright people wouldn't be so quixotic,.close and dark, filled with the musk of deer..'Tin sorry about
tonight".-Phoebe Ellis.Amos stood blinking as jewels by the thousands fell out on the floor, glittering and gleaming, red, green, and yellow.."Mm,"
said Madeline, not unkindly. "It's odd you should put it like that; it's almost a definition of what I do for a living."."Well," Song admitted, "it wasn't
a bad inference, at that. But the holes I saw were not punched through. They were eaten away." She waited for Lang to protest that the dome
bottom was about as chemically inert as any plastic yet devised. But Lang had learned her lesson. And she had a talent for facing
facts..Multiples.Stella Vanilla?Fve never learned exactly what her real last name.than any man in the world. Ugh! They give me a headache. Go
quickly, take your reward, and when you."Matthew?Matthew, I'm sorry. I didn't meant to hurt you." Her hand stroked my forehead. "It was the
name you called me. I hit out at the name. I know what happened wasn't really your fault Selene started it".I cannot rationalize electronically what
happens. I cannot imagine the affection and hate and lust and.It's true. Critics tend to be an irritable lot Here are some examples:.Formica desk top.
"How long had Harry been dead?".develop in water and can just lie there after the micro-operation..He had been loitering, alone and melancholy,
for the better part of an hour, eavesdropping to his right on a conversation about somebody's drastic need to develop a more effective persona and
to his left on a discussion of the morality of our involvement in Mexico, when a black woman in a white nylon jumpsuit and a very good imitation
calf-length mink swept into the room, took a quick survey of those present, and sat down, unbelievably, by him!.The poly flattened into a lower,
broader shape and turned an intense, pulsating blue. It was odd to see Selene in Amanda's clothes,.Crawford didn't know if he should let it drop..He
held out his hand. Ed shook it gravely..From the mirror there was a laugh.
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